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THE BASICS
What is the release theme?
Rubrik takes the uncertainty out of ransomware recovery. With the Winter Release, we are launching Cyber Recovery 
and expanding Ransomware Monitoring and investigation & sensitive Data Monitoring, and Management tools to give 
organizations the upper hand in their fight against cyber attacks.

How do I position this winter release to prospects and customers?
Rubrik’s mission is to help secure the world’s data and we are excited to announce that with our Winter Release, Rubrik 
security Cloud will accelerate the investigation of data risks and boost the confidence of remediation even further.

• With Cyber Recovery, now you can take the uncertainty out of ransomware recovery and proactively prepare 
to recover from cyber attacks. Perform activities such as recovery validation, vulnerability detection and 
remediation, attack simulations and other table-top exercises.

• the enhancements to Ransomware Monitoring & investigation and sensitive Data Monitoring & Management 
will allow customers to get visibility into ransomware impact and sensitive data exposure within high-risk, 
cloud-based workloads, such as Microsoft 365 OneDrive and sharePoint, nas Cloud Direct, and azure VMs.

• We are also introducing numerous capabilities and enhancements across enterprise, cloud, and saas workloads.

DATA RESILIENCE

ENTERPRISE WORKLOADS

DATABASES
Rubrik continues to invest and innovate in the field of database protection. this release is loaded with exciting 
capabilities for Oracle, saP Hana, and Db2

Oracle
some of the challenges with Oracle protection are maintaining and managing existing backups, while balancing 
database performance and protection. Rubrik’s Oracle protection provides capabilities that are designed to eliminate 
these challenges:

• automated Oracle data protection that includes automated discovery and support for the desired level of object 
like Oracle Real application Cluster, Oracle Host, or a specific Oracle database

• true incremental “forever” backups

• live Mount for Oracle databases to deliver near-zero RtOs with instant recovery and live migration

• instant clones, so developers can accelerate application development, testing, and etl workflows without any 
impact to production environments

Rubrik 2023 Winter Release
Partner FaQ
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this release, as part of ongoing performance improvements, we are introducing section size support for backup of 
big files (up to 128 tb) for Oracle RMan (Oracle Recovery Manager) using the section size parameter. When a big file 
database is backed up using appropriate section sizes, we are able to achieve parallelism of data transfer for a large 
data file from source to Rubrik. this will allow customers to see 2 - 4x performance improvement of backup due to 
better CPu utilization on the database server.

SAP HANA
Rubrik launched the native protection of saP Hana database almost a year ago and we have seen massive adoption. 
Rubrik offers a saP certified solution and we have customers protecting their Hana databases on-premises and across 
the three major public clouds.

With this release, we are taking the saP Hana protection story forward with the support of Vlans. users can now 
segregate data traffic and network management when protecting saP Hana databases. Customers can configure 
Vlans at Rubrik cluster level, so they do not need to apply any other configuration to make Vlans work with Hana Db 
for backups and recovery.

IBM Db2
Rubrik recently launched the native protection of ibM Db2 databases. now our customers:

• Can automatically discover Db2 databases

• Don’t have to run backup scripts—the Rbs agent deployment on the Db2 host takes care of the vendorlib 
configuration

• Can apply sla domain-driven backup frequency, retention, and replication

• Restore via Db2 native tools

• Have a single pane of glass with Rubrik security Cloud and get central reporting

With this release, we are adding support for High-availability/Disaster Recovery and can enable backup and recovery 
from a standby database in the event of a failover. additionally, we’ve increased the surface area coverage for host Os 
with ibM Db2.

VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS

VMware
Rubrik will continue to invest in VMware and bring additional functionality to our third pillar—data remediation. this 
release includes enhancements primarily to the export and live Mount recovery workflows to make it even easier to 
recover with Rubrik.

• Datastore cluster support: choose a Datastore cluster as a storage destination instead of an individual 
Datastore

• Datastore capacity display: see more detailed information about total capacity and remaining free space for 
Datastores

• Virtual disk mapping/customization: choose storage destination for each virtual disk during the recovery 
workflow

• Improved UI to better display original VM compute/storage location(s): the original compute and storage 
locations are displayed during the recovery workflow to prevent the need to log into vsphere

• Powerstate election for Export: determine if they would like a VM powered on after recovery
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• svMotion election during Live Mount workflow: choose the production storage destination for each virtual disk 
as part of the instant Recovery workflow, eliminating the need to separately migrate storage after recovery

• Summary page prior to actual recovery: see a detailed summary of all actions that are about to be taken before 
recovery begins

We are also enabling VMware Cloud Director for our MsP customers and prospects. though we have had support for 
VCD for some time now, the Winter Release will bring support for VCD to Rubrik security Cloud ui to complete parity for 
VCD and increase observability.

Nutanix AHV
We are expanding the nutanix platform coverage by introducing:

• NC2 (Nutanix Cloud Cluster) support: customers can now protect nutanix aHV VMs running on either nC2 
instance on aWs or on-prem using Rubrik security Cloud seamlessly

• Preserve MAC Address on recovery: ensures that applications dependent on MaC addresses work properly 
after the restore. Customers can now have the flexibility to reassign the niCs to available subnets while 
restoring

• Bulk/Mass Recovery: using the Ransomware Recovery workflow, customers can now recover all impacted VMs 
together with a single click

• UEFI boot support: we can now protect workloads that use ueFi boot start

Microsoft Hyper-V
For Microsoft Hyper-V, we are excited to announce:

• Azure Stack HCI: you can protect Hyper-V VMs on azure stack HCi through Rubrik security Cloud. leverage 
Ransomware investigation & Monitoring and treat Hunting products to further ensure ransomware resilience

• Preserve MAC Address on recovery: ensures that applications dependent on MaC addresses work properly 
after the restore. additionally, you can have the flexibility to reassign the niCs to available subnets while 
restoring

• Bulk/Mass Recovery: using the Ransomware Recovery workflow, you can recover all impacted VMs together 
with a single click

RUBRIK FOR KUBERNETES
Organizations are embracing application modernization strategies and tools, like containerization, to deliver quality 
software faster and be better positioned to handle global disruptions and maintain a competitive edge. However, 
DevOps teams need to ensure security across all aspects of the application life cycle, and new technologies present 
unforeseen security challenges. the inability to adequately protect the application state, along with its data and 
dependencies, holds teams back on their objectives and they cannot benefit from rapid release cycles, faster bug fixes, 
and greater flexibility. to continue to evolve towards a more cloud-native and distributed application model, teams need 
to have application-centric protection for their containerized applications running on kubernetes.

With this release, Rubrik customers can now extend the capabilities of Rubrik security Cloud to their dynamic 
kubernetes environments and protect their applications and data to ensure business continuity.
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With Rubrik, customers can:

• Ensure application resilience: apply policy-driven protection to maintain application state and data consistency 
with immutable backups of the entire app, metadata, configuration, state and persistent data at the same point 
in time

• Maintain business continuity: quickly identify applications to recover at a desired point in time and bring back 
all application components together

• Empower DevSecOps teams: use Rubrik’s integration with the kubernetes aPi and 3rd party open-source 
tools, like argoCD, to enable self-service. integrate with automation frameworks and Continuous integration/
Continuous Deployment pipelines  to maintain the speed of application development and deployment while 
ensuring the security and stability of applications.

When speaking with customers, use the following discovery questions to open the conversation:

• What type of stateful applications do you have running on kubernetes?

• Do you need to ensure the kubernetes cluster is protected against catastrophic failures along with applications?

• are you confident you can recover quickly?

Rubrik security Cloud allows teams to backup and recover the persistent volumes and kubernetes cluster resources 
associated with their application, so it is protected and can be restored from a desired point in time.

With this release, we are introducing:

• Quickstart step-by-step flow

a new quickstart flow delivers an enhanced user experience and simplifies the addition of new kubernetes 
clusters to Rubrik security Cloud. it enables administrators to quickly add new kubernetes clusters whether 
on-premise or deployed in the public cloud. this enhanced user experience focuses on intuitive navigation 
user flows that help reduce the time it takes adding clusters under management to focus on the real value of 
kubernetes data protection.

• Persistent Volume Claims (PVC) compliance detection & remediation

Rubrik security Cloud can detect non-compliant PVC Container storage interface (sCi) drivers and raise an alert 
in the dashboard before the scheduled snapshot. thus, detecting and excluding the PVC from the snapshot will 
not fail the entire namespace sla.

• Enabled load balancer support

Customers who have a public cloud kubernetes cluster deployment can include the cloud provider load balancer 
when adding the cluster to Rubrik security Cloud to access the Rubrik agent (service). load balancer is a 
supported kubernetes Cluster service type for ingress cluster traffic, eliminating the need for admins to add 
Cluster node iPs, thus reducing security risks. admins can now be assured their kubernetes clusters data is 
protected in private and public clouds.

• Edit Kubernetes clusters

users can now edit kubernetes clusters added to Rubrik security Cloud to respond to kubernetes topology 
changes, like cluster node iP addresses, during a version upgrade. Previously, if there was a change in a 
kubernetes cluster topology, the Rubrik admin had to delete the kubernetes cluster and start from scratch. 
this can be very time consuming and frustrating to admins because all the sla policies applied to the cluster 
and namespaces are deleted too. now Rubrik admins can easily respond to the rate of change in a kubernetes 
cluster topology by simply editing the cluster. Please, note that Rubrik does not auto-detect the topology 
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changed via native k8s aPi (this is on the roadmap). today a user is notified of a change in the topology (1) 
proactively from the k8s admin, or (2) reactively via a failed snapshot.

• Public Cloud and Public Cloud Managed Kubernetes Support

in this release clusters can protect self-managed kubernetes clusters deployed on azure and aWs, as well 
we’ve introduced support for managed azure aks and aWs eks for our Cloud Cluster customers. Please, note 
that for public cloud support customers must have Cloud Cluster. this is a hard requirement for our kubernetes 
workload.

CLOUD WORKLOADS

PROTECTION OF AZURE VMS
Protecting data against compromised credentials is a major challenge for cloud customers as their cloud resources and 
data are an aPi call away from being destroyed. even if customers maintain the data in immutable storage, the malicious 
actor can simply cut off access to the account and the data would not be recoverable. and if the primary account is 
compromised, customers lose the backup along with it.

Rubrik now enables azure customers to move their azure backups to Rubrik Cloud Vault. this offers a truly air-gapped 
copy of their backup, while also simplifying the deployment process. even in cases where the primary environment is 
compromised, customers will be able to recover their data.

Once the data is backed-up to Rubrik Cloud Vault, customers can run security scans using Data Observability services—
Ransomware Monitoring & investigation and sensitive Data Monitoring & Management.

PROTECTION OF AMAZON EC2 AND AZURE SQL
azure and aWs platforms don’t provide customers with a way to protect their databases (or their backups). in case of 
an attack from compromised credentials or accidental deletion, if the database or server is deleted, customers lose the 
backup along with it. so, there is a big need to maintain immutable backups to ensure data resiliency against malicious/
accidental deletions.

With Rubrik-managed protection for azure sQl and aWs eC2, Rubrik stores the backup in an isolated storage account 
specified by the customer. and all the backups are secured using a WORM lock on s3 and azure blobs.

the way it works is if a customer wants to keep the data for 180 days, Rubrik locks it for 28 days, then when 14 days 
pass, we extend it by 28 days from that point (which in effect extends the lock by 14 days), and so on until all the 
days have passed, so that at any point, the data is locked. When it’s locked, no edits or deletions can be made. the 
continuous WORM lock is automatically activated by Rubrik without the customer needing to initiate (and without the 
process being visible or configurable by the customer).

For azure sQl, the customer defines the sla, assigns the sla, grants database access, and maps the data to the 
storage location. Rubrik exocompute (the lightweight Rubrik cloud native compute framework deployed in azure 
kubernetes service) performs the backup, ingests/fetches the data, then dedupes it and compresses it, before 
encrypting and uploading the data to a Rubrik azure storage account in order to maintain an independent copy of 
the data.

With immutable, air-gapped backups, azure sQl and amazon eC2 workloads are recoverable within a few minutes of 
failure so customers can restore business operations without data loss.
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PROTECTION FOR AZURE AND AWS GOVCLOUD
there are a lot of customers who have workloads deployed in secure clouds, the most common being Gov Cloud 
instances of aWs and azure. these workloads require the same level of protection as those workloads deployed in 
commercial clouds.

Rubrik security Cloud now enables organizations to secure aWs and azure Government Cloud workloads with air-
gapped immutable backups.

SAAS WORKLOADS

MASS RECOVERY FOR MICROSOFT 365
Customers with large-scale Microsoft 365 data are concerned about the recovery timeframe in a ransomware recovery 
scenario and the subsequent business interruption. they’re looking for business continuity with faster recovery and 
reduced downtime, plus increased visibility into the recovery process so they know how long it will take.

enterprises need a mass recovery feature to quickly restore large Microsoft 365 environments from ransomware or 
other data loss. With Rubrik, customers can recover their Microsoft 365 data to a new subscription after a ransomware 
attack, triggering the full recovery process, while prioritizing certain critical objects to be recovered first. Customers can 
also view recovery progress to see the list of objects being recovered, what is being recovered now, and its progress, 
and what is pending.

ask your customers: if you were hit by ransomware, how long would it take you to recover your entire Microsoft 365 
user base and its data?

Customers can now perform mass recovery, either ad hoc or using a predefined recovery plan. a recovery plan is a 
blueprint for automated recovery, defining rules for the objects that need to be recovered. When performing an ad 
hoc recovery or building a proactive recovery plan, customers can select the type of objects (exchange, OneDrive, 
sharePoint, teams) and define rules on what objects they would like to select based on wildcards or aD Groups. 
Customers can trigger a full recovery process or a partial recovery. they then select a recovery target (original or new 
subscription).

With this release, we are pleased to announce that you now can:

• Automate, accelerate and streamline mass recovery with an estimated 3x performance boost: the recovery 
performance is estimated to be 3x faster, as Rubrik has optimized parallel recovery to boost recovery speed and 
lower throttling. With the automation of a recovery plan, rather than relying on a lot of manual work to recover 
objects, customers can also group objects (exchange, OneDrive, sharePoint, teams) for faster recovery without 
manual scripting. they can prioritize recovery of objects using wildcards or aD groups if hit by ransomware and 
needing to recover the entire environment to a new subscription

• Prioritize critical data to recover first: with recovery prioritization, customers can, for example, first recover 
priority exchange emails - ones accessed in the last 7 days, while Rubrik security Cloud continues to recover 
the rest of the organization’s data in the background

Please note: Mass recovery Ga expected March 2023. While exchange recovery will have the ability to be 
prioritized more granularly with the “most recent files accessed” designation in v1 (since email recovery is most 
business-critical), sharepoint and OneDrive may not have this ability in v1. this granular prioritization for teams 
will follow at a later date.
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DELEGATED PRIVILEGES FOR MICROSOFT 365
Customers are demanding more data privacy. they may not be able to meet GDPR and local regulations and achieve 
their compliance goals if they can’t have the control to ensure only the right people in the organization have access to 
certain data.

enterprises with several tenants within a single subscription or with a single subscription that serves all parts of their 
organization need a way to split the organization for compliance purposes, so that different admins/users can only 
access their relevant subset of that org. Rubrik can support this with more control on top of our existing Role-based 
access (RbaC).

When speaking with customers, use the following discovery questions to open the conversation:

• How is your organization distributed when it comes to Microsoft 365?

• What kind of data segmentation do you need to maintain for access and management purposes?

in a Microsoft 365 multi-geo enabled tenant, the information about geo locations, groups, and user information is 
mastered in azure active Directory (azure aD). Rubrik utilizes Microsoft multi-geo support, created for Microsoft 
customers who have a need to store customer data in multiple geographies at the same time. it helps them satisfy their 
data residency requirements and allows for collaboration between and amongst the customer’s satellite location and 
preferred data locations (PDls).

With Delegated Privileges and multi-geo support for exchange, OneDrive, sharePoint and teams, Microsoft 365 
admins can:

• apply slas only to objects they have permission to manage

• assign groups to a role so that role can only manage the objects in those Groups

• assign objects with a certain PDl (preferred data location) to a role so it can only manage data residing in that 
location

With this release, we’ve added data security controls for delegated privileges, and multi-geo support on top of existing 
RbaC. Delegated privileges provides more data privacy and governance where only delegated individuals have 
permissions to certain data at a geographic level.

Please note: Mock demo will be shown in Microsoft 365 breakout at the Winter Release event. Delegated 
Privileges/Multi-Geo support beta starts mid-november 2022. Ga is planned for mid-December 2022.

ZERO TRUST SECURITY ENHANCEMENTS FOR MICROSOFT 365
the Zero trust security enhancement for Microsoft 365 delivers more brand security and confidence in business 
continuity with enhanced protection against backups being encrypted by ransomware. Customers need protection 
with a Zero trust architecture that makes their data unable to be changed or deleted in the face of ransomware, rogue 
actors, or malicious insiders.

ask your customer: How confident are you that you could recover your M365 data in a ransomware attack?
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this capability allows customers to have:

• Immutability: some customers (i.e. Financial services) require WORM storage as the backend for their backup 
data to protect from a rogue actor trying to delete or change data. the immutability is enabled automatically, it 
is not a setting. the immutability can be applied retroactively to customers, but they do need to contact support 
and clear the legal paperwork.

• Retention Lock: Customers want to prevent an attacker or rogue admin from shortening an sla

• Intelligent Data Lock: Retains data for 30 days after the last admin action (this is now Ga)

• Bring Your Own Key (BYOK): some customers want control to revoke Rubrik access if they think Rubrik was 
compromised, by bringing their own encryption key instead of using a default key encryption option offered by 
Rubrik. Without the key, the backup cannot be decrypted. (ex: uk Financial services customers are not even 
allowed to use a saas service without it.)

Please note: bYOk will only be available for new configurations (i.e. can not retroactively apply to previously 
protected data).

• bYOk beta started in late september 2022 with Ga planned for november 2022

• Retention lock beta starts november 2022 with Ga planned for December 2022

• immutability Ga planned for end of november 2022

With the existing logical air Gap + immutability + bYOk, there is essentially almost no way for an attacker to access the 
customer’s backup data and no way for that data to be compromised. Commvault doesn’t have bYOk. immutability and 
Retention lock are catch-up features.

DATA OBSERVABILITY
With the Winter Release, Rubrik further enhances its Data Observability tools and capabilities to help organizations 
better assess risk, detect malware earlier, and investigate threats faster.

DATA OBSERVABILITY FOR CLOUD
Customers are unable to monitor their data for ransomware, manage sensitive data exposure, or hunt for indicators of 
compromise within the following cloud-based environments: Microsoft 365, azure VM, and nas Cloud Direct.

as critical data is increasingly stored in modern, cloud-based collaboration environments, organizations need the 
confidence that this data remains resilient and observable to minimize cyber risk and potential downtime.

Here are some questions to ask customers and prospects:

• How do you detect ransomware in cloud environments (Microsoft 365, nas, azure VM)? How do you manage 
sensitive data exposure in cloud environments (Microsoft 365, nas, azure VM)?

• Do your ransomware monitoring and sensitive data monitoring solutions offer visibility across on-premise and 
cloud environments?
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• How would you detect ransomware or sensitive data exposure if production data were compromised in an 
attack? How would you detect ransomware or sensitive data exposure if native backup and/or monitoring 
capabilities were compromised in an attack?

• in an attack scenario, how would you correlate sensitive data exposure with the blast radius to better 
understand the attack’s impact?

With the Winter Release, Rubrik customers can get visibility into ransomware impact and sensitive data exposure within 
high-risk, cloud-based workloads

• Ransomware Monitoring & Investigation support for Microsoft 365 OneDrive and sharePoint, nas Cloud Direct, 
and azure VMs

• Sensitive Data Monitoring & Management support for Microsoft 365 OneDrive and sharePoint, nas Cloud 
Direct, and azure VMs

Other platforms may offer native backup and/or data monitoring (e.g., Microsoft 365 e5), but (1) these capabilities are 
limited to that particular environment, (2) the monitoring capabilities may be taken out by an attack, and (3) the data 
itself could be impacted by an attack.

Please note:

• Cloud workloads must be in a Rubrik-hosted environment to be scannable by Ransomware Monitoring & 
investigation and sensitive Data Monitoring & Management.

 – azure native VMs and nas workloads must be archived to Rubrik Cloud Vault

 – Microsoft 365 must be Rubrik-hosted

 – Data within the customer’s own azure tenant, for example, is not scannable by Rubrik

• Data Observability for the Cloud is available with subscription upgrades and to quote starting 
February 1, 2023.

 – For Ransomware Monitoring & investigation:

 » Microsoft 365 business edition subscription upgrade

 » nas Cloud Direct business edition subscription upgrade

 » uCl business edition subscription upgrade

 – For Ransomware Monitoring & investigation and sensitive Data Monitoring & Management:

 » Microsoft 365 enterprise edition subscription upgrade

 » nas Cloud Direct enterprise edition subscription upgrade

 » uCl enterprise edition subscription upgrade

 » threat Monitoring & Hunting support for Microsoft 365, nas Cloud Direct, and azure VMs is on the 
roadmap.
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DATA OBSERVABILITY ENHANCEMENTS
slow investigations are detrimental to organizations. When a single day of downtime can cost millions of dollars, it 
teams are faced with a pressing urge to speed up investigation time. identifying the last known clean copy of data helps 
avoid further costs and challenges associated with cyber attacks.

ask your customer or prospects: after assessing the blast radius, how would you determine the point of malware entry 
and a safe recovery point?

With the Winter Release, Rubrik customers can identify the most recent clean restore point with greater confidence and 
speed. now they can:

• Drill-Down Investigation capabilities provide a unified workflow with cross-navigation between anomaly 
detection and threat hunting

With these uX improvements, customers will be able to:

• Run a threat Hunt against objects with anomalies detected by Ransomware Monitoring & investigation.

 – incident responders will be able to quickly begin threat hunting against anomalous objects without having to 
switch context and add anomalous objects to a threat Hunt explicitly.

• investigate other changes to a system where an iOC has been matched

 – incident responders will be able to navigate to the Ransomware Monitoring screen from the threat Hunt 
results, helping them to quickly identify what other items have been potentially impacted and identify other 
potential malicious changes that were not directly picked up by the iOC scan.

RUBRIK FOR MICROSOFT SENTINEL
security Operations teams (secOps) have leveraged sieM/sOaR tools, like Microsoft sentinel, to aggregate and 
normalize their security events, alert on threat detection, and most importantly, orchestrate threat responses through 
various automated playbooks. However, secOps can’t do this alone. Responding to a threat results in the need for some 
sort of recovery to take place, which in turn involves collaboration with backup teams such as it Operations, to answer 
important questions around ransomware recovery such as:

• What is the blast radius of the attack? What applications, files and folders have been compromised?

• Has any sensitive information been affected and where is it located?

• When did the first occurrence of malware enter the environment? What is the last known clean copy of data?

• Can we safely restore applications without the risk of reinfecting the environment?

unfortunately, due to the siloed nature of many organizations, retrieving the answers to these questions only adds 
to the threat response time and increases the organizations’ downtime. but what if there was a better way? What if 
we could bring insights from both the secOps and it Ops departments together in a centralized location to foster 
collaboration and automate recoveries?

by bringing data insights from both secOps and itOps together, organizations are able to determine the scope of the 
attack more efficiently, automate recoveries, and save valuable time and money.

With the Rubrik security Cloud integration into Microsoft sentinel, security and it Operations teams now have the 
ability to make data-driven decisions around threat response and automate recoveries directly from within the confines 
of Microsoft sentinel. this new integration brings delivers key Rubrik data security insights and functionality front and 
center into Microsoft sentinel such as:
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• Ransomware Monitoring & Investigation: after each and every backup, Rubrik security Cloud leverages a 
machine learning algorithm to detect the change rate between snapshots, resulting in a listing of files which 
have been created, modified and deleted. this listing is then sent through another machine-learning algorithm 
that looks for encryption and ransomware signs. this resulting blast radius is then sent to Microsoft sentinel 
and attached to an incident to aid in the threat response.

• Sensitive Data Monitoring & Management: Rubrik enables the ability to scan for sensitive data based on a 
number of prebuilt and custom analyzers mapped to common compliance regulations such as Personally 
identifiable information (Pii) and PCi-Dss. Results from these scans are then sent to Microsoft sentinel and 
attached to an incident to aid in the threat response.

• Threat Monitoring and Hunting: using YaRa rules targeting malware, Rubrik investigates a time-series history 
of data points to determine when the initial infection occurred. this listing of both infected and clean snapshots 
is sent to Microsoft sentinel to aid in recovery efforts.

• Automated, mass or surgical recovery: Rubrik provides the ability to surgically recover only what is needed or 
to pursue mass image-level recovery of applications. the many recovery methods provided by Rubrik can be 
executed directly from within Microsoft sentinel.

Questions to ask customers and prospects:

• Describe an ideal ransomware remediation plan. What would be the components?

• Walk me through your ransomware remediation plan.

• Describe the ideal working relationship between your it and secOps teams.

• Describe how it and secOps are coordinated in the event of a cyber attack?

• Most enterprises are driving efficiencies in delivering it and security services. What tools are you currently 
using? Describe how you would better leverage automation and self-service?

the Rubrik security Cloud integration into Microsoft sentinel, security and it Operations teams now have:

• intelligent, automated Playbooks - a custom data connector along with 8 pre-built, intelligent playbooks can be 
used to respond to security incidents, gather information about anomalies, determine if sensitive data has been 
exposed, execute threat hunts for indicators of compromise and perform both file and image level recoveries

• simple deployment into any sentinel instance through the sentinel Content Hub.

unlike other vendors, the Rubrik’s implementation uses a bi-directional approach which means, not only does Rubrik 
enrich sentinel with data risk insights, but sentinel users can also take actions like:

• initiate an on-demand snapshots of historical backups

• investigate for indicators of compromise (iOC)

• Go back in history to scan backups for cyber threats

• isolate infected workloads

Please note: this integration is available to Rubrik enterprise edition and Microsoft sentinel customers for no 
extra charge.
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Rubrik has also achieved Misa membership. the Microsoft intelligent security association (Misa) is an ecosystem of 
independent software vendors and managed security service providers that have integrated their solutions to better 
defend against a world of increasingly sophisticated, fast-moving threats. at this time, Rubrik is the only one in our 
competitive category to achieve Misa membership and the integration with Microsoft sentinel. We anticipate others to 
follow.

DATA SECURITY COMMAND CENTER ENHANCEMENTS

the latest enhancements to DsCC help customers get greater visibility into their data security posture. these include:

• Data Security Score Timeline enables continuous improvement to data security posture by tracking risk scores 
over time. Customers can see how their data security score is changing over time

• new Insights feature allows customers to get a deeper understanding of their individual risk metrics through the 
insights panel. Customers can access this information by drilling down into the individual risk scores 

DATA REMEDIATION

RUBRIK CYBER RECOVERY

as cyberattacks grow in both number and sophistication, it and security teams are asking the questions:

• How confident are we in our ability to get our business up and running after an attack?

• How can we test and validate our recovery plans more frequently?

• How quickly are we able to restore business operations?

• How do we easily conduct forensic analysis and security assessments without impacting production workloads?

the key challenges organizations are facing when recovering from cyber attacks using traditional approaches are:

• Extended business disruption post cyberattack: it teams need to conduct forensic investigations after a cyber 
attack occurs. today, many organizations conduct investigations directly in production environments. to do this, 
production systems are taken offline until Digital Forensics and incident Response ( DFiR ) can be completed. 
this delays the recovery and causes significant business downtime.

• Inability to easily create, validate and measure cyber recovery plans: today, most organizations are reacting 
to cyber attacks rather than taking a proactive approach, which makes it difficult for it teams to create, test 
and validate predefined cyber recovery plans. even if they are able to create predefined recovery plans, it is 
difficult to validate and measure that an end-to-end recovery plan will perform as intended, and to also track 
the success and performance metrics from those tests. this can result in increased downtime from lack of 
predefined recovery plans or from poorly tested recovery plans.

• Slow and manual process to duplicate backup data for security assessments:: it teams need to quickly access 
backup data in isolated recovery environments to conduct regular cyber readiness tests. today, it is a slow and 
manual process for it teams to duplicate backup data into an isolated recovery environment which leads to 
increased downtime from insufficient testing, analysis, and management of vulnerabilities.
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Rubrik Cyber Recovery helps customers create, test and validate whether their recovery plans work, so their 
organization is prepared to meet their recovery slas. unlike alternative approaches, this enables customers to conduct 
forensic investigations in isolated recovery environments while they restore business operations using the last known 
clean snapshot. Rubrik Cyber Recovery also enables customers to clone snapshots quickly into isolated environments 
to perform faster cyber security assessments. this unique approach empowers it and security teams to improve their 
cyber recovery and readiness capabilities, and gain confidence in their ability to get business up and running after an 
attack.

With Rubrik Cyber Recovery, customers now can:

• Prove The Success of Cyber Recovery Plans

Rubrik Cyber Recovery helps organizations easily create, test, validate and document the success of their cyber 
recovery plans while tracking performance metrics to ensure their organization is prepared to meet recovery 
slas. Customers can test whether their recovery playbook works, including sequence, timing, and failure 
points. they can download reports about recovery performance on-demand to prove that regular testing of 
cyber recovery capabilities is taking place.

• Conduct Faster Cyber Readiness Assessments

Rubrik Cyber Recovery enables organizations to assess cyber readiness faster through the ability to quickly 
clone snapshots into isolated environments. this allows customers to perform their intrusive testing exercises 
more easily, thereby enhancing their organization’s cyber readiness capabilities.

• Conduct Forensic Investigations in Parallel to Recovery

Rubrik Cyber Recovery allows organizations to conduct forensic investigations on infected snapshots in isolated 
environments while they recover production and restore business operations quickly using a last known good 
snapshot.

For more information on Rubrik Cyber Recovery, please refer to the Cyber Recovery solution brief.

OTHER NOTABLE MENTIONS

RUBRIK CLOUD VAULT

AZURE PRIVATE LINK FOR RUBRIK CLOUD VAULT
users that have their own azure Private endpoints can now use them to connect to Rubrik Cloud Vault through their 
azure virtual network (Vnet). this way they get to:

• increase security and reduce risk of data exfiltration from your virtual network.

• securely connect from on-premises networks that can connect to your Vnet using VPn or express Route.

• lower latency with a dedicated connection between your datacenter and azure.

WHITELIST IP ADDRESSES CONNECTING TO RUBRIK CLOUD VAULT
Customers can now specify a list of iP addresses that are allowed to access your Rubrik Cloud Vault storage locations 
when using a public connection to the vault. With this, they now can

• Restrict access to your vault data from trusted iPs.

• Prevent access from untrusted devices when using a public link to your Vault.
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Rubrik is a cybersecurity company. We are the pioneer in Zero trust Data security™. Companies around the 

world rely on Rubrik for business resilience against cyber attacks, malicious insiders, and operational disruptions.  

Rubrik security Cloud, powered by machine intelligence, enables our customers to secure data across their 

enterprise, cloud, and saas applications. We automatically protect data from cyber attacks, continuously 

monitor data risks and quickly recover data and applications. For more information please visit www.rubrik.com 

and follow @rubrikinc on twitter and Rubrik, inc. on linkedin. Rubrik is a registered trademark of Rubrik, inc. 

Other marks may be trademarks of their respective owners.

RUBRIK SECURITY CLOUD - PRIVATE
Customers that meet the criteria* to use Rubrik security Cloud - Private can now secure the following new workloads:

• Filesets, aHV, and Hyper-V

• kubernetes

• vsphere

• Windows Volume Group

• Microsoft exchange

• Microsoft sQl

• nas

• vCD

in addition to the workloads that are already available:

• saP Hana

• Cassandra

• MongoDb

• CnP for aWs

• M365

THE RESOURCE LIBRARY

DATA RESILIENCE

kubernetes Data sheet

Rubrik Cloud Vault solution brief

DATA OBSERVABILITY

Rubrik for Microsoft sentinel solution brief

DATA REMEDIATION 

Cyber Recovery simulation solution brief
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